TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #322

SEC. 26/25 T 1S R 10 W., WM.

DLC. #

HISTORICAL: Book I P59 Set 1 1/2' IP (1911)
1/4 IP South 30' E
1/2 IP North 30' F

CONDITION

FOUND: 1 1/4' IP North 30° from 1/4 cor point
South pipe missing is in ditch line.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET Railroad Spike in N.E. Netarts Road
"x" "x" Post N.W. feet
" Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:
Power Pole 538° E 31'3" 4525 BTCS
Guy Pole N36° E 2'9 1/2 4525 BTCS

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF: STAN SKINNER
GAELE ARTHUR

DATE: 5/19/45

PHOTO#: COUNTY REWITNESS

TITLE: C.S.